Penn Care Connects for Faculty (previously Clinical Care Navigator)
Seamless navigation. Fast access.

267-758-4820

The Penn Care Connects for Faculty program now includes CHOP because of your feedback.

This program is for PSOM faculty, PSOM physicians, and their families is available at 267-758-4820. This program recognizes that PSOM faculty and physicians with busy schedules access the health care system in haphazard ways. For minor illnesses, they often treat themselves. For major illnesses, they often find care through informal social networks. The latter requires an understanding of how to navigate the system, which is becoming increasingly complex. The goal of the Penn Care Connects for Faculty program is to provide seamless navigation and scheduling of care at Penn Medicine and now CHOP for our faculty and families.

Background: The Penn Care Connects for Faculty initiative was identified in last year’s Faculty Wellness Campaign. This program recognizes that PSOM faculty and physicians with busy schedules access the health care system in haphazard ways. For minor illnesses, they often treat themselves. For major illnesses, they often find care through informal social networks. The latter requires an understanding of how to navigate the system, which is becoming increasingly complex. The goal of the Penn Care Connects for Faculty program is to provide seamless navigation and scheduling of care at Penn Medicine for our faculty and families. It was launched as the Clinical Navigator Program for Faculty in March of 2017. Since that time, we have received 72 calls and found our biggest demand to be primary care followed by an array of specialty needs including CHOP based care.

Questions or comments?

NOW OFFERING PEDIATRIC SPECIALTY SCHEDULING at CHOP!

Questions or comments?
Contact: Nicole Kummerer
Nicole.Kummerer@uphs.upenn.edu